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ABSTRACT 
A key goal of emergency management is information sharing. When an emergency situation is known priori, then it is possible to 

plan information sharing in beforehand. . However, in many cases, it is not possible to predict emergencies, which occurs certainly 

resulting in lack of information sharing. Our system supports information sharing during both specified and unspecified 

emergencies. Complex event processing framework is used for providing timely and flexible information sharing in a controlled 

manner. Temporary access control policies enable overriding of existing access control policies during an emergency situation. We 

make use of analysis strategies, namely policy analysis, anomaly analysis and a posterior analysis for measuring similarity level. So 

our proposed model provides a patient's record level trust by means of sending automatic mail to the patient's relative and 

improves the efficiency of information sharing by using artificial intelligent concept which provides details about medicines given 

during emergencies. When an emergency situation occurs, the information about the patient's vital sign is shared among patient's 

doctor and the patient's relative via small devices such as smart phones and tablets. 

 

KEYWORDS: Complex event processing Access control   Emergency Management Information Sharing   Artificial Intelligence. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 Information sharing in the health care system plays a vital role during emergency management. But 
nowadays information sharing is lacking in many health oriented organizations. Here we propose a system 
which deals with information sharing by detection of both specified and unspecified emergencies. In our 
system, unspecified emergencies are detected based on sensors which detect the patient's blood glucose level, 
heart rate and body temperature. The sensors continuously send the patient's vital sign and send it to the 
monitoring framework called complex event processing [CEP]. 
 CEP provides flexible information sharing. For example, consider a hospital environment where the patient 
is constantly being monitored using sensors. Each sensor sends patients' vital signs to the CEP server. Complex 
event processing is an event processing framework that collects information from various sources or events and 
alerts the system which is responsible for emergency management. 
 When an emergency situation occurs temporary access control policy integrated with CEP automatically 
override the existing access control policies and provide access to the first responder. To support emergency 
situation which is unregistered, here we use three analyzing techniques, namely, policy analysis, Anomaly 
analysis and posterior analysis. Policy analysis checks whether a denied access request can be provided with 
access during emergencies. 
 Anomaly analysis includes anomaly, detector integrated with complex event processing which detects 
abnormality in the vital sign. This is considered as an unspecified emergency. During anomalous situations like 
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arrhythmia, the heart rate of the patient varies frequently from 80bpm to 120bpm, although it is not considered 
as an emergency in some cases it may lead to loss of human lives. In order to prevent this type of loss we 
provide anomaly detector which detects anomaly events and correlate them to find whether the request can be 
permitted by considering it as unspecified emergency. 
 A posterior analysis enables controlled violation by analyzing the recorded posterior depository. A 
posterior analysis compares current denied access request with the previously stored permitted and denied 
access request. If the current situation satisfies the past permitted access, then the user is provided access to the 
patient's record 
 In this paper, we proposed a model which provides Patient's record confidentiality, trust by enabling 
automatic mailing mechanism. Consider an emergency situation which leads to the access of patient's record, 
after satisfying all these conditions.During such case a mail is automatically sent to the patient's relative email 
id as an indication of patient record access in order to maintain the confidentiality trust. 
 Our proposed system also shares information regarding patient's emergency by sending emergency  details 
to the patient's regular consultant doctor, an alternative doctor and the patient's relative number by the sending 
message service (SMS). An application with integrated artificial intelligence concept  is used to display the 
patient's vital sign report, which provides a clear view about abnormality. On reading the  patient's details, the 
doctor will send the prescription to the patient relatives.             
 
Related work: 
 Information sharing during emergency management  has been investigated in various domains in order to 
provide efficient management strategies for incident management, planning, preparedness, etc.., Nowadays 
emergency management requires more secure, flexible and controlled information sharing (example [1, 3, 4, 8, 
16]. 
 Our proposed system is an extended version of [1] which does not consider data regarding correlation 
discovery, record (object) confidentiality trust and related information sharing regarding patient's vital sign 
abnormality. Controlled information sharing for unspecified  emergencies similar to registered emergency is 
performed in [3] whereas unregistered, dissimilar emergencies can't be predicted. This paper also makes use of 
complex event processing for flexible information sharing. 
 In [4, 8] system deals with controlled and timely information sharing during specified emergencies. These 
concepts are exploited in this paper by overcoming all these existing disadvantages. In system model [2] 
Emergency information sharing framework is used for providing timely incident sharing and remotely 
commanding facility for responder involve emergency management 
 Our proposed system also exploits the access control model based systems [12, 13, 17, 18].the system 
proposed in [12] deals with emergency management by the use of break the glass access control policy with the  
exception. The paper [17] introduces model called role based access control-break the glass model which 
provides access to the user based upon the role they play in a system integrated with break the glass concept in 
an unsafe manner. Since break the glass has  enabled a way for a malicious user to access the confidential 
emergency management record. The system [13] is an integrated concept of break the glass along with  attribute 
based encryption. 
 In our system we make use of complex event processing related to [5, 11] system model, which enables 
flexible sharing of information by continuous monitoring .In paper[5] the system implements active rule in 
complex event processing to provide fine grained business process and [11] integrates distributed network with 
the complex event processing which pushes complex events into the network nodes to provide efficient event 
processing. 
 Information sharing by using social media is considered in [6],which allows us to manage emergency 
situations by collecting information from different sources. In this social media such as Flickr, YouTube are 
used to detect sub -event caused by emergencies. In paper [14] data misuse by suspicious insider is predicted by 
the use of context based data linkage. "Emergency awareness under stress"[19] deals with the safety net system 
which supports timely comprehensive information sharing in an uncontrolled manner. 
 
Emergency Management: 
 When an emergency situation occurs, access is provided to authorized by preventing access from 
unauthorized users. Information sharing needs for unspecified emergencies is controlled using temporary access 
control policies. Consider a user who request for accessing patient's record has a role close to the doctor's role in 
that case, the access can be considered as an information required for unregistered emergency. In contrast, when 
the role of the user is dissimilar to that of the doctor's role, then the access request is considered as a malicious 
request. 
 Complex event processing server monitors and sends patient's vital signs. Patient's details are stored in a 
record. During emergency situations temporary access control policy analyzer analysis the access control by 
means of calculation similarity levels between temporary access control policy and denied access request. In 
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case the condition satisfies these policies, then the information about the patient is shared among authorized 
doctor and patient's relatives. This is clearly shown in FIG: 1. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture. 
 
Complex event processing: 
 The fig2 explains about working on complex event processing. Complex event processing is a framework 
that collects information from various events or sources. In this paper, the role of complex event processing is to 
identify abnormal value that occurs in the patient's vital sign. Complex event processing can be classified as two 
types, namely Aggregation oriented CEP and Detection oriented CEP .Aggregation oriented CEP executes 
online algorithms as soon as an event data enters the system. Detection Oriented CEP focuses on detecting 
combination of patterns or events. In our system, we make use of detection Oriented CEP. 
 Consider a health care center where patient's vital signs are monitored with help of sensor. Each sensor 
continuously monitor and sends vital signs to the complex event processing .complex event processing is a 
framework which works along with temporary access control policy. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Complex Event Processing. 
 
Temporary Access control policy Analyzer: 
 Temporary access control policy overrides existing  access control policies during emergency situations. 
Temporary access control analyzer includes three depositories  namely, policy based depository, anomaly based 
depository and posterior based depository to perform analysis by considering similarity levels and satisfaction 
levels. 
 The satisfaction level is measured for roles, user and record .This satisfaction level measurement is called 
as Temporary access control-denied access request measurement level. Similarity levels are evaluated for all the 
three analyses -policy analysis, anomaly analysis and posterior analysis. With the help of these two 
measurement levels the TACP analyzer provides access to the authorized user.       
 Whenever an access request is denied, the temporary access control analyzer will perform a comparison 
between a current request and stored policy depository in order to verify whether both are close to each other, 
policy analysis produce a result known as satisfaction level from above mechanism. When the temporary access 
control policy (tacp) analyzer finds current denied access close to previously permitted one ,then it will provide 
access to record otherwise access is blocked or denied. Tacp analyzer also analysis whether emergency situation 
is occurred or not by using anomaly analysis. 
 
Denied access request: 
 During normal situations only a consultant doctor  handling the patient can be able to access the patient's 
record .But when an abnormality in patient's vital sign is detected, then temporary access control policy 
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provides access to the first responders by controlled violation ,in absence of regular consultant. Controlled 
violation is the process of overriding regular access control policies during emergency situations. In this policy, 
anomaly and posterior analysis is used to verify whether the denied access request is caused due to the need of 
information sharing requirement during emergency.   
 
Anomaly analysis: 
 Anomaly analysis deals with detection of anomaly and correlation discovery. Anomaly detection is 
supported by anomaly detector which continuously monitors Complex event processing (CEP)  in order to 
determine existence of anomalous events. Whenever an anomaly is detected, it is stored along with the 
previously detected anomalies in the anomaly depository.  
 Correlation discovery is performed by comparing the detected anomaly with existing stored anomalies. 
Anomaly detector verifies whether anomaly detected is close to denied access request. Anomaly analysis 
produces an anomaly level by correlating similar anomalies, which results in prediction of how much the 
detected anomaly event is close to normal event. 
 Anomalies are abnormal patterns in data that do not have normal behavior. Example a pattern with heart 
rate of 120bpm is considered as an anomalous, whereas normal heart rate is around 80bpm. In that case we need 
to detect anomaly responsible for changing vital sign. Here we make use a set of operators called aggregation 
operator and filters which acts as an anomaly detector. 
 The aggregation operator takes a set of events as an input and produces a score which shows how much the 
events are anomalous. Then the aggregation operator sends the score to the filter which determines anomaly by 
comparing it with predefined threshold. When returned score is greater than that of threshold, then it is 
considered as an anomaly event otherwise it is discarded.  
 
A posterior analysis: 
 A posterior analysis verifies current situation with previously detected  access request and events in order 
to provide access under controlled violation . A posterior depository contains detail about an access request 
which is denied by considering as an malicious request and  also about previously allowed access requests. A 
current event is compared aganist the stored depository in order to calculate the posterior level, which is 
considered as the outcome of posterior analysis. 
 Consider ,based on policy analysis,in the previous situation a paramedic(user having role similar to a 
doctor) has been enabled with access to patient's record since both paramedic and doctor role are similar to each 
other. In addition, consider anomaly analysis shows that the patient's heart rate has an irregular pattern called 
anomaly then  the access request from paramedic is considered to be an authorized request.   
 A posterior depository stores this event for future reference. However, when a request came from users like 
administrative staff during the same time, then it is considered as an unexpected event and the request is denied 
by posterior analysis. 
  
Information sharing: 
 Patient's record confidentiality trust is provided by enabling automatic mailing mechanism. Consider a 
emergency situation which leads to the access of patient's record ,after satisfying all these conditions. During 
such case a mail is automatically sent to the patient's relative email id as an indication of patient record access in 
order to maintain the confidentiality trust. 
 In case ,emergency situation was detected by considering above mechanisms and no responder is present at 
that time ,then information regarding patient's vital sign is sent to the patient's regular consultant doctor, an 
alternative doctor and the patient's relative mobile number by means of an application. After reading abnormal 
values doctor will send prescription to the patient's relative mobile number. 
  
Experimental Setup: 
 In our experimental setup ,a sensor is tied to the wrist of the patient which looks like a watch .It 
continuously sends patient's vital signs to the complex event processing server (CEP).Complex event processing 
stores patient's detail using SQL server. Patient's detail contains the patient's name ,room number, vital sign 
detail such as temperature and blood pressure rate .Complex event processing also receives vital sign values 
from sensor continuously. 
 In fig 3 Comparison between heart rate among six patients is carried out. Patient 2 and 4 suffer from 
arrythmia (abnormal heart rate) which is detected in order to perform corresponding treatment. 
 Temporary access control policy analyzer analysis access control based on policy evaluation by calculating 
denied access satisfaction level, anomaly evaluation by the use of aggregated operator and filter ,which together 
works as an anomaly detector and a posterior analysis by means of providing controlled violation. Comparison 
between permitted access request(AR) and denied access request (AR) is shown in fig 4. 
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Fig. 3: Patients Vs Percentage of Heart rate. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Permitted AR Vs Denied AR. 
 
 Patient's record confidentiality trust is maintained by the automatic mailing system. This system 
automatically sends mail to the patient's mail id as soon as the record being accessed. An application is installed 
in devices like smart phones, tablets which integrated with artificial intelligent concepts which displays patient's 
vital sign and medicine details used during critical situations. 
 
Conclusion: 
 In this paper, we have modeled the system able to deal with unspecified emergencies and related 
information sharing. As a future research ,we planned to develop a system with alternative architecture which 
includes techniques  for automatic detection of emergencies. However, we also planned to extend the paper by 
enabling emergency management record (EMR)  maintenance techniques, User trust and a posterior log 
analysis based on role. Finally ,we have an idea to implement our system in real world healthcare environments. 
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